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April in Review:

What is new in May?

During the month of April, we
continued our study about
community helpers. We
intentionally planned for the
children to take on the roles of each
community helper and investigate
by doing those jobs. The children
chose to discuss police officers first
and we used magnifying glasses to
study prints, searched for clues as
we solved a mystery in our
classroom, were sworn in as real
room 7 officers, and we also
discussed appropriate times to get
help from a police officer. Ask your
expert in community helpers about
the hard work we did, such as,
seeing real police tools from Officer
Twiddy, asking Sergeant Strayhorn
our police questions and listening to
a police officer story, painting with
yarn using police colors, and using
our listening skills as real room 7
police officers.

During the month of May, we plan to
continue our second project: community
helpers. We have spent a few weeks on
police officers learning what they do
each day and how they help our
community. The children then chose to
discuss doctors next. We will begin by
learning what types of doctors there are,
what they do each day, and discussing
our personal experiences with doctors.
We are unsure as to how long the
children will stay interested in doctors.
We plan to continue observing each
week to determine where the children’s
curiosity is. Just a reminder that our
studies are completely child guided and
they could last for weeks or months. We
so are excited to become experts in our
second study.

Upcoming Dates and
Reminders:
5/19-5/21- Spring Pictures (more
information and the exact date will
be announced soon)
5/23- Happy Birthday Jameson!!!!
5/24- Book Fair during this week
(more information and the exact date
will be announced soon)
5/31- Memorial Day JPLC
CLOSED

School to Home Connection:
Is your occupation in the field of
helping people in our community?
Please reach out to us if so! We need
many experts in our community
helper’s project. You may be asked to
record yourself reading a story, speak
with our classroom via zoom or
phone call, or answer a questionnaire
that goes home.
Let us know at
room7@johnsonpondlc.com if you
are interested!

